From: Berlin (GMBK)  
To: Tokyo (Winter) (Head, General Affairs Section)  
6 January 1944  
JAS  

#042 Part 1*

Re: your wire #658a.

As you know, direct wireless communication between JAPAN and GERMANY was started because of the necessary encoding and decoding operations.

The GERMANS handle their messages at the Code Section in the OKW. The activities of the ARMY, NAVY, and AIR ATTACHES in GERMANY differ completely. Moreover, when Colonel HAYASHI held his post in GERMANY, he not only made use of this liaison to exchange code information, but also took advantage of the GERMANS' good will to take care of our ordinary wires. However, after Colonel HAYASHI left his post . . .

* - Parts 2 and 3 not readable at present.

a. - D-3649.

b. - Sentence evidently continues in part 2.

Inter 7 Jan 44 (1) Japanese  
Rec'd 7 Jan 44  
Trans 11 Feb 44 (99-1)  
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